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ISLAM ESTABLISH JUSTICE
Islam strictly commands us to be just & fair to all people regardless of religion , color ,race ..etc..
1) ISLAM PROHIBITS TRANSGRESSION , AGGRESSION & OPPRESSION . It also limits
degree of retribution to degree of harm &only to persons involved in committing the crime & not
to their families or caste
2)ISLAM INSTRUCTS US TO MAINTAIN JUSTICE even if the justice is against ourselves or
families ..& also to act fairly towards all people even if there is hatred between them & us
3) ISLAM INSTRUCTS TO AVOID MUCH OF SUSPICION & guessing, not to lie or conceal
testimony, but say the truth only & base our judgment only on clear certain evidence & fair trial
4)EXAMPLES of Quran verses proving above
16;90 ????? ???????? ???????? ??????????? ?????????????.
translation is ” Indeed, Allah orders justice and good conduct ” —Q4;58
????? ???????? ???????????? ??? ????????? ????????????? ?????? ????????? ???????
????????? ?????? ???????? ??? ?????????? ???????????”,
translation is ” Allah commands that you should render back the trusts to those, to whom they
are due; and that when you judge between people, you judge with justice” —Q11;85
“???????? ???????????? ????????????? ??????????? ? ????? ?????????? ????????
????????????? ????? ????????? ??? ????????? ???????????”
translation is “give full measure and weight in justice and do not deprive the people of their due
and do not commit abuse on the earth, spreading corruption.”—Q49;12
??? ???????? ????????? ??????? ??????????? ???????? ????? ???????? ????? ??????
???????? ?????? ? ????? ??????????? ????? ??????? ?????????? ???????
translation” O you who have believed, avoid much suspicion. Indeed, some assumption is sin.
And do not spy or backbite each other
Q4;135
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??? ???????? ????????? ??????? ??????? ??????????? ??????????? ????????? ????????
?????? ?????? ???????????
translation” O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm in justice, witnesses for
Allah, even if it be against yourselves”
Q5;8
??? ???????? ????????? ??????? ??????? ??????????? ???????? ????????? ??????????? ?
????? ??????????????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????????? ? ????????? ???? ????????
????????????
translation “O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm for Allah, witnesses in
justice, and do not let the hatred of a people prevent you from being just. Be just; that is nearer
to righteousness
Q16;126
?????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????? ??? ?????????? ???? ? ??????? ?????????? ??????
?????? ??????????????
translation is “And if you punish, punish with an equivalent of that with which you were harmed.
But if you are patient – it is better for those who are patient.”—–
Q2; 194
“?????? ????????? ?????????? ??????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ????????? ??????????
translation“So whoever has assaulted you, then assault him in the same way that he has
assaulted you “
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